IMPORTANT! If you are not of legal age to form a binding contract (in many places, this is 18 years
old), then you must get your parent or guardian to read these terms and agree to them for you,
before you use DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. digital contents and mediums (includes websites, apps or
other digital media) or provide any information to us. Please review this agreement with your
parent or guardian so that you both understand how DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. works and what
restrictions apply to your use of our websites, apps and services. Remember, always get an adult’s
permission before going online.

Terms of Use and Policy
Terms of Use and Conditions
General Disclaimer
- Use of site
o User content
o Restricted access
- Copyright/ licence to use web
o Intellectual Property rights
- Limitation of Liability
- Breach of terms
- Law Jurisdictions
- Affiliated Links/ other third parties
- Exceptions

Policy
Privacy Policy:
- Information we collect about users
- What the information is used for
- What information we disclose
- How the information is protected
(protection and confidentiality policy)
- Changes to policy
Refund Policy:
- No refunds
- No cash refunded

Terms of Use and Policy
General Disclaimer
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. intends for all content and information made available on the Websites,
Apps or other Digital Media to be an accurate representation of true information. The below terms
of use and conditions are binding on all users, and by using the website, app or other digital media,
it is implied that all users accept and agree with all the terms and conditions.
The DiasporaChannel.com websites and apps including the Diaspora Citizen App (collectively, the
“Site”) include paid attorney, licensed migration agent and educational agents advertisement
forums. The Site does not feature a lawyer referral service. The Site is owned by DIASPORA GLOBAL
B.V. and operated by STANBURY & COMPANY (US) INC. under a license agreement. Diaspora
Channel™ is not a law firm or a substitute for an attorney or law firm. As such, Diaspora Channel™
offers no legal advice, recommendations, mediation or counseling in connection with any legal
matter, under any circumstances, and nothing we do and no element of the Site or the Diaspora
Channel™ search functionality (“Directory Service or myConsult”) should be construed as such.
Some of the third party attorneys, law firms and legal service providers including migration agents
and educational agents (collectively, “Third Party Legal Professionals”) are accessible via the
Directory Service by virtue of their payment of a fee to advertise their respective services to users of
the Directory Service. Diaspora Channel™ does not endorse or recommend any participating Third
Party Legal Professionals. Diaspora Channel™ does not make any representation as to, and has not
made any judgment concerning the qualifications, expertise or credentials of, any participating Third
Party Legal Professional. Any use of the Directory Service by you is not intended to, and will not
create, an attorney-client relationship between you and Diaspora Channel™. Without limiting the

foregoing, any information submitted to Diaspora Channel™ and/or any electronic or other
communication sent to Diaspora Channel™ will not create an attorney-client relationship between
you and Diaspora Channel™. The content found on the Site contains only general information on
legal issues, and while we strive to keep the information accurate and up-to-date, we cannot
guarantee that all of the information is completely accurate or current. Laws vary across legal
jurisdictions and may be subject to interpretation by different courts. Laws are also very specific to
individual facts and circumstances, and the general information found on the Site may not fit your
particular circumstances.

License and Copyright
Unless otherwise indicated, the DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. maintains ownership over intellectual
property rights and copyrights over all material published and used on this website, app or digital
media. Users may view and download necessary information made accessible, but are restricted
from:

-

Selling
Sub-licensing
Editing, duplicating, modifying or exploiting content in other ways for any purpose
Republish, or reproduce any material from the website through any program

Use of the Site
Users are restricted from posting, discussing, or sharing any inappropriate or illegal content on
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V.’s websites, apps or other digital media by any means. If any content
provided by users amounts to the above, it may be removed, and a subsequent warning may or may
not be sent to the user accordingly. This may give rise to a criminal liability.

DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. may also restrict users from accessing certain areas of the website, app or
other digital media at our discretion. Furthermore, by agreeing to use the website, app or digital
media, you are allowing DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. with the right to:
-

Reproduce, publish and disseminate any information which is provided by you onto
the website
License uploaded content as the Intellectual Property of DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V.

Information Provided by third parties
Information and links to other websites of affiliated companies are not under our control and
regulations therefore we carry no responsibility for any content or data provided by any of these
websites. DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. endeavors to use accurate information but does not warrant
absolute accuracy of information provided by other linked websites.

Limitation of Liability
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. claims limited liability in relation to the outcome of users’ experience. We
are not responsible if users cannot attain their ultimate desired outcome such as successful market
visibility or advertising.
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. is also not liable to users under law in relation to content provided by
other users. This includes inappropriate content which DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. has been
unsuccessful to remove from the website.
We are not responsible for:
-

Any direct or indirect, special or consequential loss
Any business losses, loss of revenue, income, profit or any other form of monetary savings
Any psychiatric harm which has been caused by other users of the site

Moreover, individual employees or associates of DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. are not personally liable
for any losses suffered in connection with the website.

Exceptions to the limitation of Liability
The limitation of Liability stated above excludes any:
-

Fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation by DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V.
Reasons to make it unlawful for DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. to exclude or limit its liability

Breach of terms and conditions
With lawful rights, DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. may take reasonable measures as appropriate towards
users who breach the terms and conditions. Possible actions may include the deactivation of the
user’s account, suspension of access to the website by contacting user’s internet provider,
prohibition of particular IP addresses from the website, and may even potentially press legal
charges against the party in breach depending the degree of the breach.

Jurisdiction
These terms and conditions are to be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the
STATE OF DELAWARE, USA. Any disputes in relation to DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. will be subject to
the jurisdiction of the courts of DELAWARE.

Privacy Policy
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. wants to ensure that all users and visitors’ privacy is protected. The
following information is provided to inform users of the types of information collected, how it
is used and how it is secured.

What information is collected?
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. may request to collect some user information including – but not limited
to – your full name, date of birth, nationality, e-mails and contact number, directly, or indirectly
through other third-party websites and other modes of correspondence.
Our websites, apps and other digital media collect and use information to meet users’ needs
to cater the most suitable and premium service to all users.
Our web servers may also be programmed to collect your internet protocol (IP) address
automatically when you access our website.
Collected information about users will be discarded in accordance with ‘the right to be
forgotten’ upon a written request. Please note that no funds will be refunded.
We may also require users to complete further surveys and feedback to improve our
services accordingly.

What is the information used for?
We may use the information for the purposes of improving our site and service, provide users with
further content and relevant information, as well as to inform any changes and developments in
process. Additionally, the information may be used to analyze patterns for better data analysis.

Furthermore, the information may be used to inspect any possible suspicions to prevent any
illegal activities under law. If necessary, the information may also be used as evidence for possible
legal action under existing rights.

What information is disclosed?
We may disclose your personal information to other affiliate corporations which are in contact with
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V.. This information includes, but is not restricted to your full name, date of
birth, nationality, e-mails and contact number. However, DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. does not publicly

release or sell any user information and will only disclose necessary information to affiliates
and third parties as permitted by law.

How is the information protected? – confidentiality and security
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. will take appropriate administrative and security efforts to protect
Personal Data in our possession in a secured manner. DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. will perform the
appropriate organizational, physical and technical measures to prevent unauthorized access,
unlawful processing and use, accidental loss or damage or similar risks.
Cookie policy
Cookie is a small text information placed in your device to enable DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. features
and functionality.
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. use cookies and other technologies to ensure better user browsing experience
of our sites including websites, apps and other digital media in terms of Authentication and Security. By
using our services, you acknowledge the use of cookies and similar technologies for the purposes we
describe in this policy.

Location tracking
We use the Global Positioning System (GPS) and other related technologies in your device to enable
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. features and functionality.
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. uses your location to ensure better user browsing experience of our sites
including websites, apps and other digital media in terms of Authentication, Security and Delivery of
Contracted Services. By using our services, you acknowledge the use of your location for the purposes
we describe in this policy.

Changes to our Policy
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. reserves the right to make any changes to the above policy at any given
time. No notice in advance is required. It is therefore the responsibility of all individuals to review
the privacy policy when visiting the site.

Refund Policy
DIASPORA GLOBAL B.V. strives to provide all users and visitors with the best service and
information available. However, our refund policy excludes any cash refunds on our products
or services. We recognize that in some countries, you might have legal rights as a consumer. If
you are using the Services for a personal purpose, then nothing in these terms or any
additional terms limits any consumer legal rights which may not be waived by contract.

